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Quantum gravity arguments and the entropy bound for eective eld theories proposed in PRL 82,
4971 (1999) lead to consider two correlated scales which parametrize departures from relativistic
quantum eld theory at low and high energies. A simple estimate of their possible phenomenological
implications leads to identify a scale of around 100 TeV as an upper limit on the domain of validity of
a quantum eld theory description of Nature. This fact agrees with recent theoretical developments
in large extra dimensions. Phenomenological consequences in the beta-decay spectrum and cosmic
ray physics associated to possible Lorentz invariance violations induced by the infrared scale are
discussed. It is also suggested that this scale might produce new unexpected eects at the quantum
level.
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Local quantum eld theory (QFT) is a good eective
description of Nature at low energies. However, it is usu-
ally assumed that QFTs have a high-energy limitation of
applicability. This is obvious for non-asymptotically free
theories, like QED and scalar 4 theory, which seem to
fail at very high energy [1], but it appears to be an in-
evitable general conclusion when trying to incorporate
gravity due to the non-renormalizability of a QFT of
gravitation. Moreover, it has been proposed that gravita-
tional stability of the vacuum sets a limit on the shortest
scale of any QFT compatible with gravity, which is some-
what above the Planck length [2].
As a consequence, QFTs would be low-energy approxi-
mations to a more fundamental theory that may not be a
eld theory at all [3], and are valid up to energies below
a certain scale , which then represents an ultraviolet
(UV) cuto of the eective eld theory. The failure in
obtaining a QFT of gravity indicates that this scale is
lower than the Planck mass MP , the scale at which the
gravitational strength is comparable to that of the rest of
the fundamental interactions. Can we tell anything more
about the order of magnitude of the scale ?
In a QFT, the maximum entropy Smax scales exten-
sively, with the space volume [4], which is a reasonable
guess for a local theory. For a QFT in a box of size L
with UV cuto , Smax  L33 [5]. However, Bekenstein
arguments [6], based on black hole gedanken experiments
and the validity of the generalized second law of thermo-
dynamics [7], lead to think that in a quantum theory of
gravity, the maximum entropy should be proportional to
the area and not to the volume [4],
S < L2M2P : (1)
Eq. (1) is usually called the holography entropy bound.
This bound suggests that conventional eld theories over-
count degrees of freedom [8,4], and implies the breakdown
of any eective eld theory with an UV cuto to describe
systems which exceed a certain critical volume L3 which
depends on the UV cuto. From Eq. (1), it is straightfor-
ward that L <M2P −3. This observation lead to Cohen,
Kaplan and Nelson [5] to endow every eective eld the-
ory with an infrared (IR) cuto correlated to its UV one.
However, using very plausible arguments [5], they noticed
that conventional QFT should fail at an entropy well be-
low the holography bound. A QFT should not attempt
to describe systems containing a black hole. Therefore
it should not include states with an energy greater than
LM2P . Since the maximum energy density in a QFT with
UV cuto  is 4, one such a state can be formed when




In Ref. [5], the scales L and  are not considered as
absolute. They signal the range of validity of QFT calcu-
lations when applied to a phenomenon of a certain energy
scale. However, as noted above, it is believed that QFT
has an absolute UV limit of validity  which is probably
related to gravitational eects. Therefore, this necessar-
ily implies the existence of a related absolute IR cuto 





If one now considers that   MP , Eq. (3) gives the
absurd result   MP . It is evident that  should be
low enough to make compatible the breakdown of QFT
at low energies with its success in particle physics. Note
however that a low value of  implies a limit of validity of
QFT at high energies much lower than the Planck mass
MP . Precision tests of the electroweak standard model
put the lower bound for  in the TeV range. On the other
hand, as we will show below, a value of  higher than the
scale of eV (and even smaller values depending on the
assumptions used to estimate the eects of the IR scale)
would be incompatible with present experiments. These
two observations restrict very much the possible ranges of
the two cutos:   (1−100) TeV and   (10−4−1) eV.
Therefore we obtain the result that QFT is an eective
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theory which can only be valid up to an energy scale of
the order of 100 TeV. Such a cuto makes accidental the
successes of grand unication theories, and, at the same
time, eliminates the hierarchy problem and therefore the
necessity of supersymmetry or technicolor.
If, as it is commonly accepted, the origin of the limita-
tion at high energies of QFT is the gravitational interac-
tion, it is natural to identify  with the fundamental scale
of gravity. In fact, the existence of a fundamental scale of
the gravitational interaction well below the Planck mass
scale, and just a few orders of magnitude above the elec-
troweak scale, a very attractive idea to solve the hierar-
chy problem, has been proposed in some recent innova-
tive works [9,10] on extra dimensions. In the approach
of large extra dimensions [9], the observed hierarchy be-
tween the electroweak and Planck scales is explained by
postulating a fundamental scale M  10 − 100 TeV of
gravity along with Kaluza-Klein compactication with
large radius R. The Planck scale is then an eective
four-dimensional scale. The case of two extra dimensions
is particularly interesting. In this case, the radius of the




which is close to the present limit of validity of Newton’s
Gravitational Law. It is surprising to note the similar-
ities between Eqs. (3) and (4) if one identies the UV
limit with the fundamental scale of gravity in 4 + 2 di-
mensions (  M) and the IR limit with the inverse of
the radius of compactication of the large extra dimen-
sions (  1=R), a relation to which we nd no simple
interpretation. Alternatives to the hierarchy problem in
terms of nite, but non-compact extra dimensions require
also a fundamental scale of the order of 100 TeV [10].
In the following we will explore both the phenomeno-
logical and theoretical consequences of these stringent
limits of a QFT description of Nature, and the compat-
ibility of these limits (and therefore, of the arguments
which lead to Eq. (2)) with present experimental status.
Let us examine rst the deviations from QFT at low
energies. We will consider two dierent scenarios for the
eects of the IR scale. In the rst scenario we will assume
that the neutrino is particularly sensitive to the presence
of the IR scale. This is a natural assumption in the frame-
work of large extra dimensions where the neutrino is the
only particle (besides the graviton) which propagates in
the extra dimensions. Then any dependence on the IR
scale (compactication radius) for the remaining parti-
cles requires to consider the gravitational coupling and
will then be suppressed. For an IR cuto of the order of
the eV, eects should be seen in experiments sensitive to
neutrinos with energies in the 10− 100 eV scale. Indeed,
it is in this range where recent experiments of the tritium
beta-decay have observed an anomaly which consists in
an excess of electron events at the end of the spectrum,
at about 20 eV below the end point [11]. A value of 
higher than few eV would produce a signal in the tritium
beta-decay spectrum in a larger range than that of the
observed anomaly, so this gives the bound  < 1 eV in
this scenario, which produces the severe limit  < 100
TeV on the UV cuto of QFT. But besides putting an
upper limit on , the tritium beta-decay spectrum could
also allow to identify a correction induced by the IR cut-
o. Indeed a modication of the dispersion relation for
the neutrino, of the form
E2 = p2 + m2 + jpj; (5)
has been used to explain the tritium beta-decay
anomaly [12]. Matching with experimental results re-
quires a value of  in Eq. (5) of the order of the eV, and
it can be seen that this does not contradict any other
experimental result [12].
In fact a deviation from QFT at low energies due to
the IR scale  may well be expected to violate relativis-
tic invariance. The reason is that it has been shown [3]
that any theory incorporating quantum mechanics (QM)
and special relativity, with an additional \cluster" con-
dition [3], must reduce to a QFT at low energies. A
modied dispersion relation of the form of Eq. (5) is a
simple way of incorporating eects beyond QFT that vi-
olate relativistic invariance at low energies. Note that
the new term in Eq. (5) becomes important only when
jpj  , and the eects are only relevant if  > m. How-
ever, a modied dispersion relation for any particle with
   is not compatible with experimental limits. For ex-
ample, Eq. (5) for the electron would slightly modify the
energy levels of the hydrogen atom. Given the extraor-
dinary agreement between theory and the experimental
measurement of the Lamb shift (one part in 105 [13,3]),
one has  < 10−6−10−7 eV. Therefore, an identication
of the scale  which parametrizes the Lorentz invariance
violation (LIV) at low energies in the dispersion relation
with the IR scale  is incompatible with the arguments
which lead to Eq. (2). A way to reconcile these argu-
ments with a LIV at low energies is in the framework
of the scenario described above, in which one expects a
suppression of the dependence of LIV eects on the IR
scale for all particles except for the neutrino. This would
explain why no signal of these LIVs has been observed.
In the case of the neutrino no such suppression is present
and then   ; besides that the neutrino mass is not
larger than the IR scale and this makes possible to ob-
serve the consequences of a Lorentz noninvariant term in
the neutrino dispersion relation. Then the anomaly in
tritium beta-decay, if conrmed as a real physical eect,
could be the rst manifestation of the IR cuto of QFT.
If the anomaly results to be a consequence of some sys-
tematic eect not taken into account [11] then one can
obtain a stronger upper limit on the IR cuto.
We also note that the new dispersion relation Eq. (5)
might have important eects in cosmic rays through
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threshold eects which become relevant when jpthj 
m2. Here m2 is an \eective" mass squared which con-
trols the kinematic condition of allowance or prohibition
of an specic process. Indeed a consequence of these
threshold eects could be that neutrons and pions be-
come stable particles at energies close to the knee of the
cosmic ray spectrum [12], which would drastically alter
the composition of cosmic rays. It is quite remarkable
that cosmic ray phenomenology could be sensitive to the
presence of an IR scale.
Since the IR scale was introduced by general argu-
ments reflecting the apparent incompatibility of QM with
a complete theory which contains gravity, it is natural to
consider a second scenario in which the eects of the IR
scale are due to the quantum fluctuations of the vacuum
and then aect all the particles. In this scenario the most
stringent limits on the IR scale come from the high pre-
cision tests of QED, in particular from the anomalous
magnetic moment of the electron. In this case, the char-
acteristic physical scale is the electron mass, but the pre-
cision achieved makes the experiment sensitive to much
lower scales. In fact, it gives the most precise test of
QED. We should therefore ask whether it is compatible
with the presence of an IR cuto. A simple estimate of








 4 10−9 
(1 eV)
: (6)
If we ask this correction to be smaller than the uncer-
tainty of the theoretical prediction for ae in QED caused
by the uncertainty in the determination of  [13], we get a
bound for the IR scale  < 10−2 eV. Other tests of QED,
like shifts of energy levels in hydrogen atom, positronium,
etc, lead in this case to less stringent bounds on the scale
. The previous bound on the IR scale corresponds to an
UV scale  < 10 TeV which is very close to the present
and near future energies available in accelerator physics.
This second scenario suggests that QM, as we know
it today, might fail not only above the 10 TeV scale,
but also that one could nd unexpected eects at the
quantum level for phenomena with a characteristic scale
of 10−2 − 10−4 eV, for example diraction experiments
with wave-lenghts of the order of a millimeter. Quan-
tum systems which are sensitive to wave-lengths of this
order of magnitude are candidates to show departures
of QFT parametrized by the IR scale. The understand-
ing of the transition between the quantum and classi-
cal regimes, going from a QFT description with depar-
tures parametrized by an IR scale to the classical theory,
would require the use of the more fundamental theory
which could provide a solution to the quantum mesure-
ment paradox [14]. Finally, we mention that some as-
pects of the large scale structure of the Universe which
are related to quantum fluctuations in an early epoch of
its evolution could also include signals of the IR cuto.
We turn now our attention to possible departures from
QFT results for high-energy phenomenology above the
1 − 100 TeV limit. A natural candidate to reveal new
physics beyond this energy scale is cosmic ray physics,
where several anomalies are observed [15,16]. However,
a detailed discussion of the expected eects requires spe-
cic formulations of the kind of limitations presented by
QFT, like the ones explored in the context of extra di-
mensions [17].
Generally speaking, the presence of a cuto  induces
also non-renormalizable corrections to the eective eld
theory. For example, conventional QED would include
modications produced by a Lorentz, gauge, and CP in-
variant Pauli term of dimension 5, of order 1= or, con-
sidering extra symmetries that restrict the form of the
non-renormalizable interactions, of order m=2 [3]. In
the rst case, the theoretical and experimental agree-
ment on the value of the magnetic moment of electron
gives  > 4 107 GeV, which would mean the invalidity
of the arguments that lead to Eq. (2). In the second case,
it is the muon rather than the electron that provides the
most useful limit on ,  > 3  103 GeV [3]. This is
why it is usually considered that conventional QFT gives
a correct description of Nature at least up to the scale
of the TeV [18]. This lower bound for  produced the
bound  > 10−4 eV on the IR cuto.
Let us also consider the possibility of LIVs at high ener-
gies. Their existence is natural in the context of quantum
gravity [19,20]. Quantum gravity fluctuations produce in
general a modication in the dispersion relations which
characterize the laws of particle propagations [20{22]. A
generalized dispersion relation which is assumed to take
into account these corrections is [22,23]




where M is the characteristic scale of these violations
(the fundamental scale of gravitation in the quantum
gravity framework). Also in this case M causes the ap-
pearance of threshold eects at momenta jpj > jpthj,
where jpthj2+n  m2Mn. It is these eects which allows
to explore quantum gravity at energies much lower than
M [23]. For M MP and a typical hadronic process, one
gets jpthj  1015 eV in the case n = 1 and jpthj  1018
eV in the case n = 2. In both cases one has modications
to relativistic kinematics at energies below the GZK cut-
o [24], so that the observed violations of this cuto in
the cosmic ray spectrum [16] could be a footprint of a LIV
at high energies. These violations could also oer a so-
lution to the \anomaly" observed [25] in the gamma-ray
spectrum of Markarian 501 which extends well beyond 10
TeV, the threshold of the reaction γ + γ ! e+e−, which
restrains the propagation of gamma rays in the IR back-
ground. The corresponding quantity that controls this
process is m2  1 MeV2, so that n = 1 gives jpthj  10
TeV, and the conventional threshold is modied.
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The characteristic scale M for LIVs at high energies
does not have to coincide in principle with the UV scale
, which is dened as the maximum energy of the quan-
tum fluctuations whose eects can be described using
QFT, though M will surely depend on . In fact, a scale
M much larger than  can be justied for all particles
except for the neutrino in the rst scenario if one as-
sumes that the suppression of the dependence on the IR
scale applies also to the dependence on the UV scale. On
the other hand in the case of the neutrino one expects
that M   and then more clear signals of LIVs at high
energies in reactions involving neutrinos. Alternatively,
in the second scenario all the eects of the IR and UV
scales are due to the quantum fluctuations of the vacuum
and then one expects    and M   for the scales
that parametrize LIVs at low and high energies for any
particle.
In conclusion, we have shown that quantum gravity,
Bekenstein’s and Cohen, Kaplan and Nelson’s arguments,
together with their phenomenological consequences, im-
ply that a QFT description of Nature cannot be valid
above the scale   (1− 100) TeV and that there will be
departures at low energies characterized by an IR scale
  (10−4 − 1) eV. Interpreting  as the fundamental
scale of gravity, the surprise is that the UV limit of QFT
is not the Planck scale, but 14 orders of magnitude lower.
This makes quantum gravity phenomenology much more
accessible, and agrees with recent theoretical develop-
ment on extra dimensions. We have identied certain
experiments that could reflect the limitations of QFT
and explored in which scenarios these ideas are compat-
ible with the present experimental status quo.
As a nal comment, we would like to speculate with the
hypothesis that the apparition of two correlated scales in
QFT might be a general property of every extension of
QFT which tried to incorporate the gravitational interac-
tion. A particular case is large extra dimension models,
where, besides the fundamental scale of gravity, one has
to introduce another scale corresponding to the compact-
ication radius of the extra dimensions. This idea is par-
ticularly suggestive to give an answer to the cosmological
constant problem, which seems to require a correlation
between the Fermi energy scale, 300 GeV, and the cos-
mological constant scale, 10−2 eV, in order to explain
the enormous precision in the cancellation of the vacuum
energy density contribution of the standard model. It is
noticeable that these two scales coincide very approxi-
mately with the UV and IR scales of QFT that we have
identied through phenomenological arguments.
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